
Event Title:  
Crip Time in Pandemic Times  
 
Event Description: 
As we emerge into a new stage of the COVID-19 pandemic, conversations 
continue about how time felt different this past year. A key part of those 
conversations has been the concept of “crip time,” a disability community term that 
entered the mainstream this year. Crip time offers both liberation from rigid time 
schedules and constriction within the limits of disabled bodies and minds. These 
five disabled authors will speak to the reality of crip time in pandemic times. 
 
Event Category:  
Multiple Literary Genres Readings  
 
Event Organizer & Moderator: 
Emily Rose Cole is a poet, singer, folklore enthusiast, and disability studies 
scholar. She is originally from Emmaus, Pennsylvania, but has been happily 
transplanted to the Midwest for nearly a decade. Her chapbook of persona poems 
in the voices of mythological and historical women, Love & a Loaded Gun, was 
released from Minerva Rising Press in 2017. She holds an MFA from Southern 
Illinois University Carbondale and is pursuing a PhD in poetry with an emphasis in 
Disability Studies at the University of Cincinnati. She loves accessibility, folk 
music, weird fairytales, stories about friendship, foxes, and, especially, her tiny 
black cat, Bashir. 
 
Event Participants: 
Ellen Samuels is the author of the verse memoir Hypermobilities (Operating 
System, 2021). Her poetry and creative nonfiction have recently appeared in 
Colorado Review, Copper Nickel, Brevity, Rogue Agent, Mid-American Review, 
and Disability Visibility: Voices from the Twenty-First Century. She is also widely 
published in the academic field of disability studies, including her 2021 special 
issue of South Atlantic Quarterly on “Crip Temporalities.” Recipient of two 
Lambda Literary Awards, she is a professor of English and gender studies at the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. Find her on twitter @ehlastigirl. 
 
Kay Ulanday Barrett is a poet, essayist, cultural strategist, and A+ napper. They 
are the winner of the 2022 Foundation for Contemporary Arts Cy Twombly Award 
for Poetry and a recipient of a 2020 James Baldwin Fellowship at MacDowell. 
Their second book, More Than Organs (Sibling Rivalry Press, 2020), is a finalist 



for the Lambda Literary Award in transgender poetry and 2021 Stonewall Honor 
Book Award for Literature. Ulanday Barrett’s writing has been published by The 
New York Times, The Asian American Literary Review, The Rumpus, F(r)iction, 
NYLON, and Apogee Journal, among others. Social media: @brownroundboi 
 
Dr. Travis Chi Wing Lau (he/him/his) is Assistant Professor of English at 
Kenyon College. His research and teaching focus on eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century British literature and culture, health humanities, and disability studies. 
Alongside his scholarship, Lau frequently writes for venues of public scholarship 
like Synapsis: A Journal of Health Humanities, Public Books, Lapham’s Quarterly, 
and The Los Angeles Review of Books. His poetry has appeared in 
Wordgathering, Glass, South Carolina Review, Foglifter, and Hypertext, as well as 
in two chapbooks, The Bone Setter (Damaged Goods Press, 2019) and Paring 
(Finishing Line Press, 2020). [travisclau.com] 
 
Marlena Chertock has two books of poetry, Crumb-sized: Poems (Unnamed 
Press) and On that one-way trip to Mars (Bottlecap Press). She uses her skeletal 
dysplasia as a bridge to scientific poetry. She is queer, disabled, and a 2020 
Pushcart Prize nominee. Marlena serves as Co-Chair of OutWrite, Washington, 
D.C.'s annual LGBTQ literary festival, and on the Board of Split This Rock, a 
nonprofit cultivating poetry that bears witness to injustice. Her poetry and prose 
has appeared in AWP’s The Writer’s Notebook, Breath & Shadow, The Deaf Poets 
Society, Lambda Literary Review, Little Patuxent Review, Noble/Gas Quarterly, 
Paper Darts, Paranoid Tree, Plants & Poetry, Washington Independent Review of 
Books, WMN Zine, Wordgathering, and more. Find her at marlenachertock.com 
and @mchertock. 
 
Opening Remarks from Emily Rose Cole: What Is Crip Time  
 
In her iconic essay, “Six Ways of Looking At Crip Time,” my fellow panelist Ellen 
Samuels describes the concept of crip time as something “beautiful and forgiving.” 
Normative time moves at a regular rate, and so it demands that nondisabled catch 
up to it. Disabled or not, everyone is trying to catch up to normative time. But the 
disabled body moves irregularly, and so too does its time. It stops and starts. It 
leaps forward and back. It rests. It doesn’t move the way we think it should, and 
rarely as we want it to. 
  
In early 2019, I temporarily moved from my claustrophobic studio apartment into 
my best friend’s two-bedroom house, so neither of us would face quarantine 
restrictions alone. 



  
She and I are both disabled in different ways, me with my Multiple Sclerosis, she 
with her Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome. Both of us have lived in a state of crip time for 
years: always understanding that plans might change at the last moment based on 
pain and energy levels, what our bodies would allow us to do or not to do. This is 
crip time at its most beautiful and forgiving: when other people accept that your 
life isn’t normative, it’s easier to understand how normative structures are 
restricting for everyone, disabled and nondisabled alike. 
  
As shelter in place orders were codified and the streets quieted of cars, we 
marveled at how the whole world seemed to have fallen into a state of crip time. 
We called every day Blursday. Everyone in our lives had become forgetful. People 
on every social media platform remarked that they were having trouble focusing, 
and that tasks that usually took five minutes were taking hours. Our nondisabled 
friends talked about this—are still talking about this. But they fret over it. They 
worry about how much time they’re losing, and often blame themselves for losing 
it. 
  
They don’t understand that crip time is not lost time. 
  
I anticipated I would stay at my friend’s house for about two weeks. I stayed for 
more than seven months. This is how crip time works: it acts upon us, sometimes 
kindly, sometimes firmly, to set new boundaries for our bodies. We, the disabled 
who live this way, learn to accept it, to appreciate when crip time asks us to pause, 
to rest. In this panel, we hope to illustrate some facets of the beautiful, forgiving, 
radical nature of crip time. And so, here is the woman herself, Ellen Samuels, who 
will be the first to teach us. 
 
Reading Order: 
Ellen Samuels 
Kay Ulanday Barrett 
Travis Chi Wing Lau 
Marlena Chertock 
Emily Rose Cole 
 
  



Ellen Samuels 
 

FROM  Hypermobilities: 

  

Hypermobility 

  

No one is supposed 

to bend that far. No one knows 

why you don’t just break. 

  

Beighton Hypermobility Scale 

Thumb, wrist, palm on floor. 

All the ways you go too far. 

Tally up your score. 

  

The Difference Between Joint Subluxation and Dislocation 

Door unlatched in the 

body-house. Shudder to slow- 

kiss the jamb. Or slam. 

  

Hypermobility of the Small Joints 

To press a button 



means fingers muscle past bone. 

Yes, No, Enter, Yes. 

  

Hypermobility of the Large Joints 

If your legs were wings 

they’d need to swing this far out. 

And feathers. And sky. 

  
 
Hypermobility of the Large Joints 2 

Don’t climb a hill, then 

pick up leaves. Too much bending. 

I mean, ambition. 

  

Hypermobility of the Large Joints 3 

The ankle joint is 

connected to the leg joint… 

That’s enough for now. 

  

  



OTHER POEMS: 

Yesterday, I Apologized 
     (appeared in Colorado Review fall 2021) 
  
  
Yesterday, I apologized to the dog 
for not being able to walk her, 
  
anymore, to the moss-green lake 
in the dappled light, her nose 
  
tender against my palm, sampling 
fish-reek and the wind’s news. 
  
Yesterday, I apologized to the middle 
of my middle finger, the years-old 
  
pebble under skin, bone-knot 
bunched in memory’s string. I said 
  
I’m sorry to the skin’s warp 
and weft, to the nerve strung 
  
tight on the knuckle’s fret. I said I’m 
sorry to the skin itself, curtain 
  
roughly drawn across the body’s 
pink. I apologized to sacrum 
  
and thighbone, to the hinge 
unhinging where it used to 
  
swing, striding next to the dog 
on our afternoon walks. 
  
Yesterday, I apologized 
to the nightstand where bottles 
  
jostle and crowd with 



last year’s books. I sent 
  
my regrets to the rutted bed 
where I knelt each summer 
  
pulling sorrel and dandelion, snow- 
on-the-mountain and creeping 
  
Charlie, in the ripe dirt- 
smell and welter of heat. 
  
Last night, when I lay down 
on the smooth relief of pillow 
  
and sheet, I closed my eyes 
and apologized to the insides 
  
of my eyelids, as if two moths 
having settled there, needed to know 
  
what would happen next. Close 
your wings, I said, stay with 
  
me in the moon-wet night. We 
have done all we can. 
 
 
  
  
  



After the Procedure 
    (appeared in Copper Nickel fall 2021) 
  
  
I didn’t know I could 
be broken in places 
that were already 
  
broken, blood- 
tunnels weaving through 
old bruise. When 
  
that doctor put his 
hands on me, he was not 
prepared, I was 
  
not prepared 
for how loud my voice 
could sound. And the 
  
wrack of bone 
against bone. The syringe- 
screw. The counting. All 
  
these alphabets 
I didn’t know 
could be un-learned 
  
and written again, in 
an afternoon. And 
could I be the same 
  
person today, 
harvesting mint’s bitter 
with bare 
  
hands, chewing 
wood sorrel’s lemon- 
sweet buds? I don’t 
  



know how 
to know myself 
anymore, how 
  
even to see 
my own skin’s 
ground. I forgot 
  
to look in the mirror 
for days. Still 
in the garden, I find 
  
myself, untangling 
devil’s thorn from 
among the lilacs, handling 
  
each needled stem 
back to the root. And 
the angled knife, 
  
the shovel, boiling 
water from the stove. This 
is how you bury it 
  
so it doesn’t come 
back. All 
afternoon, this long, 
  
tired work, the sun 
an eye overhead, a lens, 
white-hot. 
  
  
 

 

  
  



Kay Ulanday Barrett 
 
My name is Kay Ulanday Barrett, My pronouns are he/they/siya and I am currently 
located on Unceded and occupied land of the Lenape Hoking and Munsee peoples 
in NY/NJ. I am an award winning poet, essayist, cultural strategist, A+ NAPPER. 

For accessibility needs: 
I am a brown round queer with glasses and short hair… (Further describe apparel 
and background) I have covid hair these days. So thanks for your patience! Hello 
to lovely familiar people, _________!!! Hello, AWP AND ALL the spoonies & 
Sick ones before & beyond time! 
  
Sick 4 Sick 
  
Her body patched, swollen skin, 
hair flecks gone rogue, mismatch 
knees, ache knits quilt through out. 
Curvature, a soft thing. 
  
She said 
if we hum close, 
close enough our chests touch,            
shared breath comes from belly up, 
         —that, that is not platonic. 
  
                                 Now breathe same air, nostril kinetic 
                                 by way of brow cleft in migraine. 
                                 Syllables chop temples. Strain is 
                                 something to lull here, together. 
  
                                 When nerves are ablaze, I’m told 
                                 be blanket. Lay my torso on hers, 
                                 abdomen to abdomen, core to core,  
                                 is this what a field does to a hill, 
  
         spill it with poppies? I wait on 
         her skill. How she will sigh. 
         The human body is heating pad. 
         Limbs bonfire, flip sheets, you can’t 
         reverse sick. Chests pulse softest lake. 



  
Come spring we never do this again. 
There’s only memory of it, 
how her lungs cathedral. How I prayed 
there, on the ledge of inhale, 
  
sternum sacred, coughed hymn, spasm 
luminescence. 
  
Syllables stretched, muscled 
         sacrament more than splay,  
         us petals in overlap, 
an ampersand 
on fire. 
 
  



I use the word Disabled  
  
because every doctor thinks –  they know more about the cavity echo –  of my feet 
[than I do] because it’s dirty word  –  where every stranger –  self-discloses their 
arms – skin  – fevers like [family secret] because bodies  aren’t meant  –  to live  –  
in whisper  –  because whole events still [rampless] – how clipboards are  –  
biggest fear – [monger] 
  
because everyone can name one [token] Disabled or Deaf –  poet who is usually 
white – [and always] straight  – because after speaking  –  as an expert  [for a 
whole hour] in a packed auditorium  – during any Q&A  –  someone [eventually]  
doesn’t ask a question but says  You’re not that.  – You’ll get better soon –  as 
though I haven’t measured –  
  
my sternum into  – a city of MRIs  – gazed at comet splatters  –  of xrays  – 
hospital gown high hat ultrasounds  –  my season’s [best] –  as though my 
soundtrack isn’t  –  bass of prescription  – bottles gone empty  –  every lost friend  
– every abled grimace 
like a death –  [somewhere]  joy in crook of toes – equals some cold – nobody 
  
wants to catch –  about colds –  every january some people – conflate their – 
dalliance with cough syrup –  with [my] blacking out – at laundromats – subways – 
a new partner’s bedroom –  how the concave of chest –  is altar where [friends] 
stopped checking in – forgot to invite – candlelit rib for –  every time someone in 
new pain – says I get it now –  
  
an [incantation] for every time –  you discuss forever pang – in your skull, and a 
friend says  –  [yeah] I get headaches when I’m hung over too – for if you don’t 
make –  a potluck – meeting – twitter hour – you might be the dog [taken] out back 
–  your work silenced – for its own misery – together [we] pass lidocaine & – 
salonpas the way –  our 
  
aunties shared adobo recipe – we inherit collective  –  [care] because we – swap 
how-tos – on advocacy with nurse – specialist –  to oncologolost & [again] –  to 
access-a-ride – our texts from scratch –  to survive spasm song – because another 
date – asked you about your leg – & you know that you’ll never [see] – them again 
& nobody understands 
  
rejection like a sick – crip who brings you weed –  & a casserole – tells you to not 
move 



a muscle – they’ll get the tea –  hope still twined on their –  [throats] we have been 
a movement –  all of us –  an inhale –  at the closest – sunset [window sill] – as 
somebody 
tries to text – fried – but autocorrect anticipates –  grief [same thing]  
  
  



To be underwater & holy 
(Time 1:20 min) 
 
every survivor is splendor. 
every spoon is sacred. 
every cough is an altar on the bend of ribcage. 
every cane is a drum calling into the earth. 
  
you will be told that you are not worthy of a party. 
you will be told you are not a celebration. 
  
why exist at all? 
because breath is an exhausted ship lapping the wind. 
because your muscles are the fatigue of a sunset. 
  
when your bodies are carnal waves collapsing, 
remember: together we can find the shore. 
together we can rock and wave and rest and float, together. 
we need to move together. 
together we can rupture veins into storms and 
together we can be the grit as promising as the sound of shells. 
  
our lineage tells us 
there will always be land and ocean 
in our bones. 
  
after every shift of tide, 
no matter the catastrophy, 
please hold on if you can. 
  
here's a promise: 
dare to press an ear against my chest 
and on this love, 
  
we’ll grow scales for every current 
we'll part every sea like scripture 
 
  



Travis Chi Wing Lau 
 
Prognosis  
 
cursory review / haste follows a script / an illegible sentence / binding word to 
flesh / a contract for / what we both know / will be a difficult tedious painful / 
enterprise from which you / only you / shall gain / because pain is your currency / 
and there is plenty / enough to keep lights on / enough for you to call / an educated 
guess / a divination / but even as prophecies / are now made of numbers / that 
break me into numbers / you can offer nothing / akin to assurance / for it was never 
/ about my comfort / but about the tale / you must tell / to ensure my / vulnerable 
consent / a trust as brittle / as the bones / that brought me / to your sham / of an 
oracle / but you always knew / I would sign / because / even a percentage / bears 
hope 
                                        
  



Cure  
 
       when no symptoms persist 
       when there are no complications 
       when the x-rays betray nothing else 
       when the problems have no reason 
       when you can trace no origin 
       when I pass the tests in order 
       when I give the right answers 
       when I imagine a difference 
       when you declare it to be 
       when I stop coming 
 
 
  



Hour: A Dissection 
 
nerves like a boundary / a future is foreclosed / as the hours ruddy / into the clay of 
delinquent hands / naïve melodies provide a / laugh track / never cued on time / 
only shame’s form of syncopation / he sits there picking / at his fingers / blood and 
compulsion / picking at the edges of / an invisible film  / floating like worlds / from 
pillow books / but there is no grace / under his feet / the color and silk / that may 
kiss / his inner thighs / the incense to lap / against his forehead / hot to the / touch / 
instead the coldness / of linoleum circling / curdling into what he thinks is / the 
night 
  
  



Patient History 
 
you learn to track              the tremors of hurt  
                            in passing, 
as you urge them to pass in peace  
 
like the sutra reminds  
                     on wooden beads 
                     that you are          kin  
                     to these tremors  
                                                 bound to reverberate again  
     again  
                     through the scale of a life  
                     now the shape of a town  
                     everyone drives through  
                     but never dirties their soles  
 
because the clay  
                   does not wash off cleanly  
                       once it colors you red 
                                that irritant  red  
                              hot with the            need  
 
for healing                                            but left throbbing 
for more than new blood,  
for another tremor  
of something                         more 
 
than hurt again,  
than a body mending  
before its next sundering 
 
you shake because  
                             you are angry with life. 
 
 
  



Marlena Chertock 
 
Aging with the solar system 
     
I would not even be born yet 
on Pluto. I’m still in my mother’s womb.  
It’s the 18th century there, while on Earth  
we’re sped up to a technologic 2016. 
       
On Jupiter, I’m in my terrible twos,  
snatching toys from my siblings 
and throwing tantrums for every reason. 
       
Mars, I’m just becoming a teenager,  
my spine beginning its curve, 
I’ll need to wear a brace next year. 
       
On Venus, I’m almost 40. 
I spend my 243 days to Earth’s 1 reading.  
Maybe I have kids by then. 
       
If I live to Mercury’s orbit, 
I’m 99, almost an Earth-century, 
a galactic centennial. There, 
my bones would be even more brittle  
      
     
    
   
 
 
 
 
  



Short curve 
 
I Spondyloepiphyseal dysplasia 
 
It’s strange how it comes down to C, A, G, and T, 
the confusing string of letters taht make us up. 
 
CAGT, like a cage. She can’t escape the letters in nuclei, 
zipped deep in her, a genetic straitjacket. 
 
Her dad’s hip is stubborn, 
frozen like a window stuck shut in winter. 
 
Soon she’ll become that, 
their collagen written wrong. 
 
She wants to understand, 
their genes broken on the same line. 
 
II Growth chart 
 
Poppop picked up a pencil and carefully drew a faint mark 
over her head on the basement door. 
The tradition started before she was born. 
He traced his son’s and daughter’s height for years, 
their initials on the doorframe 
in a race to see who would reach dad first. 
 
She understood inch by inch engraved in the wood, 
not by being plotted on the doctor’s growth chart, 
a chart tracking trees, and she was a seed. 
Other girls her age were far above 
on the thick line of the normal curve. 
Her lonely dot was making its slow progression on a curve of its own. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Application to NASA 
 
Even if all the pain I've felt in my whole life doesn’t equal 
the pressure an astronaut experiences in G-forces on reentry, 
  
even if the fact that I’ve been staring up since I was born —  
at people and the stars — isn’t enough, 
  
even if I was born with arthritis, 
cushioning between my bones faulty, 
  
even though I’m beneath your stated height restrictions, 
I was shorter than every water slide and roller coaster I’ve ridden on too, 
  
even when my lower left back feels like 
it’s been hollowed out with a jagged spoon, 
  
even through the spreading unfeeling, 
numbness from my butt to my toes, 
  
even if my room at 10 and 25 shines 
in green glow-in-the-dark stick-on stars, 
  
even when sneezing feels like I’ll push 
my spine out of alignment, 
  
still I’m strong. I may be one of the strongest 
candidates you’ve ever had. 
  



1 to 10 
      
Rate my pain on a scale 
of 1 to 10 
even though I’ve never been 
a mathematician. What about decimals,  
can pain be a 9.5, not quite 10? 
       
They ask me to rate my pain 
in cold, hard numbers. Easy for the doctors  
to comprehend, but what’s the difference,  
really, between a 5 and a 6? 
       
What if it fluctuates from flickering 
fireflies in my back to a herd 
of elephants sitting on my chest. 
Does the pain scale have a number for that? 
     
I give the pain scale a 0, it fails  
to describe real pain. You have to  
bundle into yourself 
and get swallowed whole. Linger 
every day for years, or bloom 
       
like a cavity in my hips, my bones 
heavy as anvils, grinding together. 
Then leave me slowly, without a note, 
no 1 to 10 sliding scale metaphor for how it feels 
when your fangs re-pierce my skin.  
      
     
    
   
 
 
 
  



I give a cosmic middle finger 
     
The black hole in my lower left back  
wants to swallow me whole. But 
I’m trying to have more good days  
than dark. My back sucks my energy 
like a fat leech living in my spine, 
transforms it into the biggest invisible  
middle finger light-years wide.    
You can’t see it because black holes 
are invisible. My back adheres 
to their laws of gravity —  
absorbing my smile and confidence  
and blasting out darkness.     
I give a middle finger 
back at my back, tell myself I know how     
to talk to the universe’s most feared  
unknowns. Look it straight in the  
event horizon, stick out my tongue  
      
     
    
   
 
  



Emily Rose Cole  
 
Spell for the End of the MS Flare 
  
Always the same, return & return, like riptide, 
like nightmare. No—like the witch’s warning: 
what you cast will return to you three times three, 
a reminder that magic begets magic begets 
consequences—breakfast’s black mug of coffee 
reincarnates itself as a bladder spasm, an afternoon 
of self-selected house arrest. Last night’s extra hour 
awake resurfaces as the glimmer of molasses in the brain’s 
gas tank. Dead engine. Each relapse makes of me an object 
  
at rest. It’s so easy to imagine this as punishment—cause 
& effect. Present action equals future damage. Little wonder 
that the adjective & verb forms of degenerate are spelled 
the same way: I am degenerate, so I degenerate. Goddess, 
  
in place of such unuseful language, grant me a new word 
for disrepair. Bar from my lips all apologies. Blessed be.  
 
  
  



MS Nocturne Without a Magician 
  
Night of hacksaw wind & tick-fat moon, of dog groan & failed 
medication, night I’m filling with letters to the body I can’t sleep in: 
  
Dear body,   get your shit together because if we keep going 
to the bathroom this much, we’ll never sleep more than an hour 
  
at a time. Dear body,    let there be another way out of this 
than through the chute of a syringe wasping in our thigh. 
  
Tell me that this year is the first half of a magic trick, 
the part when the woman’s severed feet 
  
dangle from one box & across the stage her head 
simpers from another.          Tell me that any minute   
  
some magician will stroll in to drop a curtain, 
waggle his fingers, then—ta-da!—we’ll be made 
  
whole, each chasm in our brain erased. 
Dear body,   how do I begin to love you again? 
  
Teach me to stop trying 
to resurrect what is already alive. 
 
  
  



In the midst of the outbreak, I develop a burial plan 
  
and hours cycle through to clicks: endless catalogues, photos 
of a field in Pennsylvania that could one day open its vast 
belly to my soft-knuckled corpse. What a gift to specify 
which perennials  to seed into my spoiling skin—corn- 
flowers, columbines, tiger lilies—instead of skimming another 
CNN article calculating the chances of my destruction. 
  
On another screen, two men tilt at each other with thick 
repudiations, trying to unseat one another before the next 
word from somebody’s sponsor. Each day feels as thin 
as a communion wafer, my concentration a delicate, 
tearable lace. Perhaps a shroud, instead of a pine box. 
  
If I have learned nothing else this year, it is that entropy’s long 
rictus gleams through no matter how many barriers separate 
a body from its descent. Let me go, unguarded, into 
the sheltering earth, so that something good may grow. 
 
  
  



The Miss Sally Sonnets 
  
i. 
  
When my neurologist gave me the news, 
I wanted to swing it like a racket, 
yenned to jazz it, funk it, squall it out blues- 
style. I pined for a screenprinted jacket 
  
like Rizzo wore in Grease to proclaim her 
awesome badness—MS curlicued in 
black, Sick Lady—but I chose a tamer 
tack: I made Miss Sally. She’s a student, 
  
a crow-eyed co-ed coaxing me to drink 
the liquor that my body can’t afford. 
Shape-shifter, some days she’s a crone who pinks 
my cheeks with pinches, fusses when I hoard  
  
my bladder pills. In all her forms, the same  
exhaustion. Sally is my mother’s name. 
 
  
  



ii. 
  
Was. Sally was my mother’s name. (Cancer. 
It’s been ten years and still I botch the tense.) 
Miss Sally doesn’t need my mother’s voice; 
on its own, her name inflames the tender 
  
ulcer I once called daughter-love. She’s mum 
most days, but when she speaks, I bend her way, 
unquenched violet that I am. Miss Sally 
sways her shoulders back—today she’s a bomb- 
  
shell with a body—and scolds my chronic   
slouch, rolls a lemon drop behind her teeth. 
She bubbles work it, girl! while I deep breathe 
through downward dog, trills who cares if you’re sick? 
  
Tomorrow, when she turns, when my near-health 
fails, she’ll sneer: bitch, you brought this on yourself. 
 
  
  



iii. 
  
Bitch, you brought this on yourself. Once again, 
Miss Sally’s blame reverberates—she bells 
my blood with knife-tongued song: I see you when 
you sin. That junk you eat—your belly swells 
  
with sugar. What an unclean life you live: 
bad energy, and a perilous lack 
of shame. Small wonder that your brain’s a sieve. 
I bet it’s marked up from demons cracking 
  
their jaws on your gray matter. You deserve 
all you get. She collapses me in bed; 
I can’t dissent over my screeching nerves. 
I think of an anemone spreading 
  
its tentacles. Did the clownfish despise 
those stings before adapting to survive? 
  



MS Nocturne According to Ecclesiastes 
  
a time for sugar          and for drought   
                                                          for magic 
  
           and the absence of magic                             
                                                              a time 
  
for slacked lips             for lemoned lips   
                                                                     for lips bitten 
  
 with iodine                a time 
                                                           again 
  
          for punctures limned  
  
                                              in burning 
  
for nimbuses   
                         of antiseptic 
  
       
   a time to                     skinflint sleep 
                       
              and cancel plans                          
                                                           a time not           
  
               to heal    (spinal nerve darkening 
  
  
             on its bobbin)             & a time to praise 
  
  
a body’s wonder                    not despite 
  
  
                         but because 
 
  
 



Spell for Patience 
  
If there is clamor, let there 
be clamor. If solitude, set loose 
your breath. You cannot know 
whether the future will come 
barreling like a baying hound 
bereft too long of its keeper— 
only that it will arrive endlessly, 
without your permission. So, too, 
will the seeds blink open 
their unspoiled eyes and love 
the dark. Dearheart, trust 
this depletion. You are not 
barren; only fallow, for a time. 


